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Abstract: The issue of transport in underground hard coal mines is very rarely described in the
literature. The financial aspects of this issue are even less often analyzed. Publications in this area
focus on technical issues and the safety of mining crews. More attention is paid to transport in open-
pit mines. The above premises and practical needs imply the need to conduct economic analyses
of transport systems in underground hard coal mines. This paper is a scientific communication,
which presents the concept of a multi-criteria cost analysis as a tool to support the selection of the
optimal transportation option in an underground hard coal mine. Considerations in this area have
not been carried out in the relevant literature, and the problem of selecting a transportation option is
a complex and necessary issue in the practice of underground mines with extensive mine workings.
The methodology presented includes five cost criteria (costs of carrying out the transportation
task; route expansion costs; rolling stock maintenance costs; depreciation costs; and additional
personnel costs). The simultaneous application of criteria relating to utility properties in addition
to cost criteria makes it possible to adopt a specific technical and organizational model of the
transportation system based on the indication of the optimal solution, resulting from the mathematical
construction of functions of objectives relating to utility and cost. The optimal variant of the designed
system and configuration of the material transportation system in underground workings takes into
consideration the following: (1) seven utility criteria (KU1—transportation task completion time;
KU2—compatibility of transportation systems; KU3—continuous connectivity; KU4—co-use with
other transportation tasks; KU5—safety; KU6—inconvenience; KU7—operation under overplanning
conditions) and (2) five cost criteria (KK1—costs of implementing the transportation task; KK2—costs
of route expansion; KK3—rolling stock maintenance costs; KK4—depreciation costs; KK5—additional
personnel costs). Based on the aforementioned criteria, two objective functions are built for each
option: utility and cost. They present divergent goals; therefore, they are non-cooperative functions.
Both utility and costs strive for the maximum. In the developed methodology, an ideal point is usually
a fictitious solution representing a set of maximum values among all the achievable values in a set
of solutions, but it is impossible to achieve this simultaneously based on all the criteria. This point
illustrates the maximum utility and lowest cost among the alternatives considered, which is obviously
impossible for any of the variants to meet at the same time, although it indicates the possibilities of
the technique and the range of costs. For the developed method, a so-called “PND” nadir point is
also determined, representing the least-preferred level of achievement of all goals simultaneously,
determined from the set of optimal points in the Pareto sense. The originality of the conceptual
considerations undertaken stems from: filling the gap in the economic methodology of complex
transportation systems evaluation; embedding considerations in the trend concerning complex
transportation systems of underground mines; and focusing considerations on the pre-investment
phase, making it possible to optimize costs before expenditures are incurred.
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1. Introduction

The transportation system in an underground hard coal mine must be adapted to
both geological and mining conditions and the mining schedule. In Polish coal mines,
the appropriate design of such a system is a very complex task due to the vastness of
underground mine workings and the difficult mining conditions (high level of mining
hazards and great depth of extraction) [1–3].

In addition, currently, in the mines of the Upper Silesian Coal Basin, all means of
self-propelled transport are used: track rail with electric and diesel locomotives, suspension
railroads, and floor railways. In all mines, transport systems are used (to varying extents)
for the regular transport of materials used in the working faces, heavy loads (in particular
during reinforcement and decommissioning works), and for the transport of crew [4,5].

In selecting the right design of the transportation system, a multi-criteria analysis can
be of assistance, the use of which the authors of this study proposed in the pages of the
Resources journal in October 2023 [6] to determine the technical aspects of underground
cargo movement.

In addition to technical aspects, optimization of underground transportation costs is
equally important, as it affects the ultimate profitability of the extraction process [7,8]. In
Polish mines, this is of particular importance due to EU restrictions on the prohibition of
subsidizing unprofitable mines from the state budget [9].

Meanwhile, the literature and mining practice lack comprehensive methods to support
decision-making regarding the selection of an underground transportation system also
based on financial criteria. In the case of complex transportation systems, developing an
effective methodology in this regard is not easy, as it does not just boil down to simple
cost estimation, instead requiring consideration of many criteria and circumstances. In the
future, this issue, due to the depletion of deposits and the need to extract under increasingly
difficult conditions, may gain importance beyond the area of the European Union.

Currently, in the context of underground transportation, the literature primarily
addresses technical issues related to underground coal gasification, including An et al.
(2022) [10], Zagorščak et al. (2019) [11], and Soukup et al. (2014) [12]. Transportation
issues are also examined in the context of ensuring the safety of mining crews, including
in the studies by Tu et al. 2023 [13], Li et al. (2022) [14], Fabiano et al. (2014) [15], and
Thakur (2019) [16]. This trend also includes advanced studies on unmanned transportation
carried out in the spirit of smart technologies, as demonstrated by Wang et al. (2022) [17].
Transportation also appears as a subject of consideration for individual links of mining
production, such as in Yuan et al. 2022 [18], Krauze et al. (2020) [19], and Szewerda et al.
(2021) [20].

The strength of the above-mentioned mining transport solutions is certainly the pro-
posal and promotion of modern technologies in an industry considered traditional and
in decline. The studies cited are also very detailed and solve specific process problems.
Nevertheless, it seems that the solutions described are mainly future technologies. They are
experimental, expensive, and very specific, which limits their application. Meanwhile, in
modern mining, many difficult issues are not spectacular but urgently require ready-made
solutions. One of them is to improve economic efficiency while meeting technological
requirements and ensuring occupational safety. In this context, the proposed methodology
for cost optimization in transport systems is a valuable contribution to the economics of
mining.

The financial aspects of transportation solutions are rarely mentioned in scientific
publications, although the mining industry is one of the most capital-intensive. In this
strand of considerations, one can most often find publications relating to the rationalization
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or cost reduction of already existing solutions. Therefore, Zhang et al. (2023) [21] seek to
reduce transportation costs in open-pit mines by developing an optimal truck driving style.
Their research shows that standardizing driver behavior can result in a 5% reduction in
transportation costs, which, given the 50% share of these costs in total production costs,
is important for efficiency levels. The cost intensity of transportation in mines is also
confirmed by a study by Teplická et al. (2021) [22].

On the other hand, Fang and Peng (2023) [23] propose the use of autonomous trucks
in open-pit mines, which, according to the results of their study, will enable better trans-
portation planning and thus help reduce the cost and time consumption of mining work.

The cost intensity of transportation in open-pit mines is also pointed out by Ren et al.
(2023) [24]. To reduce transportation costs, the authors propose scheduling train timetables.
The solution they have developed is fully automated and works in real time, improving
system throughput and mining productivity.

The proposals described above apply only to open-pit mines. Transport management
in underground mines practically does not appear at all in contemporary research and
analyses. However, this does not mean that it is a secondary, resolved, or unimportant
issue. Due to the depletion of natural raw materials, mining conditions are systematically
deteriorating. This increases costs and reduces the profitability of mining production.
In this context, all attempts to improve mining efficiency are valuable scientifically and
practically.

The importance of economic aspects of mining increases in difficult mining and
geological conditions, as emphasized in the analysis by Krysa et al. (2021) [25]. The authors
were concerned with optimizing the profitability of mining a low-grade limestone deposit
in an open-pit mine. The results of their simulations show that keeping the operating
environment in a good state of repair positively affects machine cycle times, the required
total transportation task completion time, and operating costs.

Regarding underground mines, Halilović et al. (2023) [26] developed a model to
determine the optimal number of ore passes, the optimal location of ore passes, and the
optimal dynamic ore transportation plan. The authors treated production and investment
costs as determinants of optimization decisions. They used fuzzy set theory to build the
model while emphasizing that optimizing transportation systems in underground mines is
a difficult and complex task.

The above review shows that there have only been a few attempts to optimize costs
in underground mines. They are diagnostic or modeling in nature. They are also often
difficult to apply due to the advanced mathematical apparatus requiring additional skills
and competencies. The methodology proposed in this article partially eliminates the
identified weaknesses. Nevertheless, it is worth adding that due to the holistic approach to
optimizing efficiency in underground transport, the research conducted so far is extremely
valuable and practical.

Thus, a current review of the literature on the subject shows that researchers are
focusing on the technical aspects of mining transportation. On the other hand, the few
publications on economic issues focus on open-pit mines and the issue of optimizing
the operation of transportation systems already in place. Therefore, there is a lack of
publications on the economic and pre-investment basis for selecting transportation systems
in underground mines. For these reasons, the purpose of this scientific communication is
to present the concept of multi-criteria cost analysis as a tool to support the selection of the
optimal transportation option in an underground hard coal mine.

This paper is conceptual in nature, and as a result, the next section presents a proposed
methodology for multivariate evaluation of transportation system costs as a basis for
selecting the optimal option. The principles of the proposed concept are then demonstrated.
The entire paper ends with a summary containing the most relevant conclusions, research
limitations, and directions for further research.

The originality of the conceptual considerations undertaken stems from:
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• filling the gap in the economic methodology of complex transportation systems evalu-
ation;

• embedding considerations in the trend concerning complex transportation systems of
underground mines;

• focusing considerations on the pre-investment phase, making it possible to optimize
costs before expenditures are incurred.

2. Materials and Methods

A multi-criteria analysis was used to evaluate individual variants of transport systems
in an underground hard coal mine. It is a universal method that allows for taking into
account many competing goals and criteria [27,28]. The results obtained using this method
are easy to interpret and compare [29].

In underground hard coal mining, investment decisions are made not only based on
economic criteria but also on geological and mining criteria related to natural hazards and
the safety of mining crews [30,31]. The use of a multi-criteria analysis therefore creates an
opportunity to cover most of the quantifiable variables influencing the decision to choose a
transport system.

In the literature on the subject, multi-criteria analyses is used to diagnose contem-
porary mining problems. Most often, these are complex technical issues requiring multi-
disciplinary assessments [32,33]. These are also issues related to natural hazards [34].
Nevertheless, according to Baloyi and Meyer (2020) [35], the use of multi-criteria analyses
in mining is still not sufficient. Therefore, there is great potential for this method, which we
use in this research.

A similar methodological trend is the use of fuzzy logic to assess mining challenges.
Jiskani et al. (2022) [36] evaluated strategic development paths for smart and green mining
using this methodology. In this way, the authors combined environmental, social, and
technological issues. Such analyses fit perfectly into the mining 4.0 trend, which describes
mines as modern and environmentally friendly enterprises [37–39].

In this article, a multi-criteria analysis is used to synthesize determinants in the field of
usability and costs. This synthesis is intended to support the selection of a transport system
in a hard coal mine. In the proposed methodology, two objective functions are built for
each option: utility (U) and cost (K). They present divergent goals; therefore, they are non-
cooperative functions. Both utility and costs strive for the maximum. The optimization of
the utility function has been previously described and published [6]. In the case of the utility
function, the optimal variant of the designed system and configuration of the material
transportation system in underground workings takes into consideration seven utility
criteria: KU1—transportation task completion time; KU2—compatibility of transportation
systems; KU3—continuous connectivity; KU4—co-use with other transportation tasks;
KU5—safety; KU6—inconvenience; and KU7—operation under overplanning conditions.

Now, in this scientific communication, we describe the cost criteria, the synthesis of
both functions, and the rules for selecting the optimal variant in terms of usability and
costs. The research stages of the presented method are shown in Figure 1.

The designed transportation system, in addition to specific performance characteristics
that allow its use in underground mine workings [6], should also allow for the lowest
possible costs associated [40] with its development and subsequent operation. In this case,
the costs will be expressed in monetary terms as the consumption of fixed assets, intangible
assets, materials, fuel, energy, services, employee working time, and the volume of certain
expenses that do not reflect consumption but relate to the normal activities of a given
economic unit in a certain unit of time [41,42].
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Figure 1. Research stages: selection of the optimal transport system.

It is proposed to identify five criteria differentiating the individual variants of the
designed solutions in terms of investment and use. This cost includes:

• KK1: costs of implementing the transportation task;
• KK2: costs of route expansion;
• KK3: rolling stock maintenance costs;
• KK4: depreciation costs;
• KK5: additional personnel costs.

The above cost groups were determined based on detailed analyses of transport costs
in several underground hard coal mines in the Upper Silesian Coal Basin. The authors
have been dealing with cost issues for several decades. This has been documented in their
previous publications, including but not limited to refs. [43–47]. The KK1 and KK2 criteria
take into account the investment outlays incurred at the time of implementing the transport
solution. The criteria from KK3 to KK5 concern the costs of maintaining the implemented
transport system. This approach is holistic because it takes into account both investment
expenses and operating costs.

The cost criteria are described in detail later in the methodology. The sum of the
weights of each criterion is 100. The distribution of weights depends on the designer, who
independently decides the relevance of a criterion. Their sample distribution among the
various criteria is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Examples of proposed weights for the cost criteria.

Criterion KK1A KK1B KK2 KK3 KK4 KK5

Scoring [K point] 20 10 14 10 16 30
Source: own elaboration.

Due to the different distribution and value of costs in transport investment, the authors
do not propose fixed weights for individual cost criteria. The weights of individual cost
groups will vary depending on the scope of the investment undertaken. They can be
determined based on the structure of costs incurred and the total expenditure. This is
a simple and objective criterion for selecting criteria weights. The weights can also be
adopted based on the average cost structure for previous transport investments based on
cost records. This approach allows us to avoid a situation in which costs of less importance
(lower share in total costs) have the same impact on the economic assessment of the
investment as costs with a significant share in the total cost structure. The costs structure
and weights allow us to take into account the “importance of costs,” i.e., their impact on
the final amount of investment costs.

In the proposed methodology, expenditures and costs are taken into account at a
given moment in time while maintaining a conservative valuation and the geological and
mining conditions planned and identified for a given deposit. Of course, in underground
mining, every decision carries a high risk due to the unpredictability of natural mining
circumstances. Nevertheless, currently, decisions about the choice of a transport system
are made intuitively, based on previous experience. Therefore, the proposed method—
although imperfect—creates an opportunity for a comprehensive consideration of mining
and economic conditions. This is its advantage over the existing pragmatics.

Individual costs are considered to be incurred over the entire period of operation of a
given variant of the transportation system (useful life):

wk =
nk

∑
j=1

wkj (1)

where:

wk—total cost criterion scoring (100 points),
nk—number of cost criteria (pcs)
wki—scoring in the cost criterion “j” (K point).

The number of points is calculated similarly to the utility criteria [6]; the best value of
the parameter, i.e., the lowest costs, receives the highest score, and the highest costs receive
the lowest score (in these criteria there are only destimulants). However, the method of
scoring the variants between the highest and lowest ratings is different; a logarithmic
relationship has been used [48]. This better reflects the impact of the implementation of the
various options on the magnitude of costs. In the range close to the maximum magnitude,
each successive increase “means more,” and conversely, in the range close to the minimum
value, the decrease in the magnitude of costs is less significant [49,50]:

pkij =
ln [1 + (kmax − ki)]

ln[1 + (kmax − kmin)]
× wkj (2)

where:

pkij—scoring of criterion “i” of variant “j” (K point),
kmax—maximum cost, kmax = max (k1, . . ., ki, . . ., kn) (PLN),
kmin—minimum cost, kmin = min (k1, . . ., ki, . . ., kn) (PLN),
ki—cost of the variant “i” (PLN),
wkj—scoring of the cost criterion “j” (K point).
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In the summary of the introduction to the proposed methodology, it is also worth
mentioning the disadvantages of a multi-criteria analysis. One of them is the subjectivity
of choosing weights for individual criteria. This method also does not take into account
the qualitative conditions of the analyzed phenomena. Nevertheless, it is holistic, clear,
and easy to use in practice. For these reasons, the authors found it beneficial and possible
to use in the assessment of underground transport systems. A detailed description of the
individual cost criteria (the second area of the proposed methodology) is presented in the
following subsections. Then, the rules for selecting the optimal variant are described along
with a demonstration case.

2.1. KK1 Criterion—Costs of Implementing the Transportation Task

This criterion describes the costs depending on the number of transportation tasks
completed. The assumption of all variants refers to the same location of the receiving and
sending point and the same amount of cargo. It is crucial to determine the reference number
of transportation units, since in different solutions, it is possible that the same number
of units can be moved in one or more cycles. The costs of carrying out a transportation
task consist of fuel or electricity, labor, depreciation and consumables, maintenance, and
repair [51]:

Kzt = Kp + Kr + Ka + Ke (3)

where:

Kzt—costs of implementing the transportation task (PLN),
Kp—cost of fuel or electricity (PLN),
Kr—labor cost (PLN),
Ka—depreciation cost of the means of transportation (PLN),
Ke—cost of consumables, maintenance and repair (PLN).

Manufacturers of diesel-powered tractors and locomotives specify fuel consumption
in unit values, i.e., the mass of fuel consumed by an engine of a given horsepower running
for a given period (g/kWh). The engine power of the equipment is given in its data sheet.
It is important to determine the operating time of the internal combustion engine and
the level of use of its power. Due to the use of hoists powered by hydraulic oil from a
diesel–hydrostatic unit, the operating time of the diesel engine for suspension railroads
also includes the loading and unloading phases. The level of power utilization during the
operating cycle depends on the slope of the route, the weight of the load, and the number
of hydraulic-powered crane devices used. Based on the results of a comparison of the
actual fuel consumption against the designated one for maximum power made at one of
the mines, it was found that the level of power utilization was in the range of 70–90%.

In the case of electric-powered suspension railroad tractors, it can be assumed that the
level of power utilization is in the range of 80–90%.

The cost of fuel for internal combustion-powered means of transportation is calculated
as follows:

Kp =
zpP × pss × PP ×

(
tztp − tot

)
× kon

60 × δp
(4)

The cost of electricity for electrically powered means of transportation is calculated
as follows:

Ke =
PP × pse ×

(
tztp − tot

)
× kpe

60
(5)

After taking into account the labor costs:

Kzts =
(
tztp − tot

)
×

(
zpP × pss × PP × kon

60 × δp

)
+

(
rdo + rdm

zzmi

)
(6)

Kzte =
(
tztp − tot

)
×

(
Pp × pse × kpe

60

)
+

(
rdo + rdm

zzmi

)
(7)
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where:

Kp—fuel cost (PLN),
Ke—electricity cost (PLN),
Kzts(e)—cost of carrying out the transportation task using internal combustion (electric)
means of transportation (PLN),
zpP—unit fuel consumption of the tractor (g/kWh),
Pp—engine power (kW),
pss—motor power utilization factor (0.7–0.9),
pse—electric motor power utilization factor (0.8–0.9),
kon—unit cost of fuel (PLN/dm3),
kpe—unit cost of electricity (PLN/kWh),
δp—fuel density (kg/m3),
rdo—value of an operator’s working day (PLN),
rdm—value of a shunter’s working day (PLN),
tot—duration of maintenance (min),
tztp—duration of transport to an average distant point (min),
zzmi—number of transport tasks possible during a shift.

In the case of tractors of the floor railways and locomotives of the underground
railroad, the engine does not run during loading and unloading, and the partial times
corresponding to these activities are negligible (in locomotives of the underground railroad,
the shunting time is generally extended).

For transportation with transloading phase(s), it is necessary to calculate the sum of
the transportation costs within each transportation system:

Kzt =
n

∑
i=1

kzti (8)

In this criterion, the highest scoring value is the lowest cost of implementing the
transportation task. This variant receives the maximum number of points, and the variant
with the highest costs receives zero points. The remaining variants receive a score according
to the logarithmic relationship given in Formula (2), which in this case are as follows:

kmax = kzt max—highest cost of implementing the transportation task (PLN),
kmin = kzt min—lowest cost of implementing the transportation task (PLN),
ki = kzti—cost of implementing the transportation task in the variant “i” (PLN),
wkj = wkk1—weight, the maximum number of points in criterion KK1 (K point).

A summary of the KK1 criterion score is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Criterion KK1—costs of carrying out transportation tasks.

Variants Total Cost (PLN) Weight: wkk1
(K Point)

W1 Kztsz 1 pkk1 1
. . . . . . . . .
Wi Kztsz i pkk1 i
. . . . . . . . .
Wn Kztsz n pkk1 n

Source: own elaboration.

2.2. Criterion KK2—Costs of Route Expansion

This criterion describes the costs of further track expansion in the event of changes in
the transport routes. These are variable costs. The assumptions of all variants are as follows:
the route leads in a new pit, the required traffic gage is provided, and the comparative
section is straight.
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The cost of extending the rail track of the transportation system in underground pits
consists of the cost of the purchase of components and elements of a particular type of
transportation system, their delivery to the place of installation, labor, reconstruction of
pits in terms of obtaining the required gage, reinforcement of the lining, etc.:

Krt = Krcz + Krzt + Krr + Krp + Kmech (9)

where:

Krt—cost of route expansion (PLN),
Krcz—total cost of track elements (PLN),
Krzt—cost of transporting track elements (PLN),
Krr—labor cost (PLN),
Krp—cost of pit reconstruction (PLN),
Kmech—cost of using mechanization equipment for track construction (PLN).

The basic sections of the various tracks vary in length. Examples of their size, as used
in mines, are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Lengths of basic route sections of different types of transport systems used in mines.

Transportation System Type Lengths of Basic Route Sections

Underground railroad 5.0; 6.0 m
Floor railways 2.0–3.0 m

Suspension railroad Rail lengths: 1.6 m; 2.0 m; 2.4 m; 2.5 m; 3.0 m.
Lateral stabilization—every 20–30 m

Source: own elaboration.

Therefore, it is necessary to adopt a specific length of the so-called “elementary track
section” that is identical in terms of length in all variants—this will be a section equal to 1 m.
However, due to the different number of fastening and fixing elements, depending on the
type of transportation system as well as the length of the rail, it is necessary to first calculate
the cost of materials of the elementary track section, specific to the adopted solution:

ktemi =
kpi

lpi
(10)

where:

ktemi—cost of materials of the elementary track section type “i” (PLN/m),
kpi—cost of materials of the basic track section of type “i” (PLN),
lpi—length of the basic track section of type “i” (m).

The labor costs of building an elementary section of track kteri are calculated as follows:

kteri =
kcs × ncsi

pti
(11)

where:

kcs—labor cost per day of a track carpenter (PLN),
ncsi—occupancy of a brigade of track carpenters to build track type “i” (person),
pti—length of track section of type “i” built in one shift by a brigade of track carpenters (m).

The costs of building the elementary section ktei are calculated as follows:

ktei = ktemi + kteri (12)
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In addition to the development of straight sections of the route, it may be necessary to
develop a certain number of curved rails (route turns) or turnouts. Their costs consist of
the cost of materials used kmł(r) and labor costs krł(r):

krł(r) e = kmł(r) + krł(r) = kmł(r) +
kcs × ncs

nł(r)
(13)

where:

kcs—labor cost per day of a track carpenter (PLN),
ncs—occupancy of a brigade of track carpenters to build curves of the route or turnouts
(person),
nł(r)—number of curves (turnouts) built during one shift by a brigade of track carpenters
(pcs).

Depending on the type of transportation system, the basic fasteners and fixing ele-
ments are:

• mine underground railroad track—bolts and nuts of various sizes, washers, spacers,
lugs,

• suspension railroad track—slings, traverses, chains, brackets, stays, bolts,
• floor railways track—bolts and nuts of various sizes, anchors, and railroad loads.

In the case of variants consisting of different types of transportation systems, the
elementary (mixed) section for comparison with other variants is determined as a weighted
average, where the weights correspond proportionally to the share of sections of a given
type of system in the total transport routes. Then, usually only one type of transportation
system covers the face-adjacent zones, and it is usually the one that will be expanded.

Based on the cost of an elementary route section, the cost of extending a transportation
route can be determined, including the cost of curves and turnouts:

Krp =
muk

∑
i=1

αri (ktei × ldi + kri × nrri + kłi × nłi) (14)

where:

Krp—cost of transportation route expansion (PLN),
muk—number of types of transportation systems (pcs),
αri—the probability of expansion of transport system type “i”
(αr1 + . . . + αrn = 1),
ktei—cost of an elementary section of track type “i” (PLN/m),
ldi—length of track section of type “i” (m),
kri—cost of building a turnout of track type “i” (PLN/pc),
nrri—number of turnouts in the transportation system of type “i” (pcs),
kłi—cost of building a curve of track type “i” (PLN/pc),
nłi—number of curves in the transportation system of type “i” (pcs).

In the criterion, the highest-scoring value is the lowest cost Krp—this variant receives
the maximum number of points, and the variant with the highest costs receives zero points.
The remaining variants receive a score according to the logarithmic relationship given in
Formula (2), which in this case is:

kmax = krpmax—highest route expansion costs (PLN),
kmin = krpmin—lowest route expansion costs (PLN),
ki = krpi—cost of route expansion in the variant “i” (PLN),
wkj = wkk2—weight, the maximum number of points in criterion KK2 (K point).

A summary of the KK2 criterion score is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Criterion KK2—costs of route expansion.

Variants Expansion Cost (PLN) Weight: wkk3
(K Point)

W1 Krp 1 pkk2 1
. . . . . . . . .
Wi Krp i pkk2 i
. . .. . . . . . .
Wn Krp n pkk2 n

Source: own elaboration.

2.3. Criterion KK3—Rolling Stock Maintenance Costs

This criterion describes the cost of consumables, maintenance, and repairs. At the stage
of designing transportation systems and equipment, it is often not possible to determine
the exact type of tractor or locomotive (for example, it will be known after the award
of the tender). Therefore, it is necessary to rely on the accepted estimated costs of the
transportation means to date. If the selected tractor or locomotive is different from those
used before, for example, in terms of tractive force (especially in the case of suspension
railroads), the cost of use will also be different—for example, because of an engine with a
different horsepower and capacity or a different number of hydraulic motors.

It may happen that to guarantee smooth operation in over-plan or emergency states,
some variant envisages the use of more transport sets, not all of which will be used in the
base state. For this reason, a correction factor should be introduced for the level of use of
sets “bu”:

bu =
ndb

nd × gt
(15)

where:

ndb—designated number of rolling stock to the baseline (pcs),
nd—adjusted number of rolling stock (pcs),
gt—technical readiness factor of rolling stock type “i”.

Rolling stock maintenance costs consist of maintenance costs (materials and consum-
ables, minor repairs) and labor and maintenance costs [52]:

Ku =
(
kot + knp

)
+

(
krot + krnp

)
(16)

where:

Ku—maintenance costs (PLN),
kot—cost of materials and consumables (PLN),
knp—the cost of spare parts replaced during repairs (PLN),
krot—labor cost—maintenance (PLN),
krnp—labor cost—repairs and overhauls (PLN).

Maintenance labor costs:

kotm =
kem

12
×

(
nwp + nzt

)
(17)

where:

kotm—monthly cost of maintenance (workshop) of rolling stock “i” (PLN),
kem—annual labor cost of an employee in the position of a mechanic of tractors/locomotives
of rolling stock “i” (PLN),
nwp—workshop occupancy (person),
nzt—occupancy of non-workshop shifts (person).
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Taking into account the proposed coefficients, the cost of parts and consumables can
be compared to the cost of a reference standard tractor used to date:

kumi = mt × bui × ks (18)

where:

kumi—monthly cost of materials for tractor type “i” (PLN/month),
bui—utilization factor of rolling stock of type “i”,
ks—monthly cost of using a standard tractor under standard conditions (PLN),
mt—“strain” factor of a type “i” tractor:

mt =
mtrzi

mts
(19)

where:

mtrzi—the actual number of motoring hours per month (mth),
mts—the standard number of motoring hours per month (mth).

If different modes of transportation are used (e.g., due to tractive force or means of
propulsion), the costs of using each type of vehicle should be added up:

Ku = ∑n
i=1 nci × kumi + kotmi (20)

where:

nci—number of tractors of type “i” (pcs).

In the criterion, the highest scoring value is the lowest rolling stock maintenance costs.
This variant receives the maximum number of points, and the variant with the highest costs
receives zero points. The remaining variants receive a score according to the logarithmic
relationship given in Formula (2), which in this case is:

kmax = kumax—highest cost of use (PLN),
kmin = kumin—lowest cost of use (PLN),
ki = kui—cost of use in the variant “i” (PLN),
wkj = wkk3—weight, the maximum number of points in criterion KK3 (K point).

The summary of the KK3 criterion score is presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Criterion KK3—rolling stock maintenance costs.

Variants Cost of Use (PLN) Weight: wkk3
(K Point)

W1 Ku 1 Pkk3 1
. . . . . . . . .
Wi Ku i Pkk3 i
. . . . . . . . .
Wn Ku n Pkk3 n

Source: own elaboration.

2.4. Criterion KK4—Depreciation Costs

Depreciation is made as a systematic, scheduled distribution of the initial value of a
fixed asset over a fixed period, known as the depreciation period. Fixed assets include,
among others, transportation equipment [53]. The basic fixed assets used in underground
transportation systems are the following: rolling stock, tractors and locomotives, under-
ground railroad cars, platforms of floor railways and transport assemblies of suspension
railroads, mining containers, tracks, and infrastructure and traffic control and protection
systems including communications. The investment life cycle is the same as the investment
process. This is analogous to the product life cycle; however, the investment life cycle
has its specificity—it is often referred to as the investment cycle or investment process. It
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generally consists of three main phases: pre-investment, investment (implementation), and
operation, each of which contains several stages [54]. The depreciation period need not
be equal to the useful life. The calculation of this criterion uses the depreciation period:
the components of a given transportation subsystem that, at the end of their useful life,
are still operable equipment and machinery that can be utilized in another location. In the
case of track sections that are heavily used, especially in the case of suspension railroads,
the depreciation period will be relatively short. This is due to the wear and tear of the
rails. If the depreciation period of the entire transportation subsystem will be longer, the
replaced track rails should also be taken into account. This is an example of “asset renewal”
with depreciation calculated on a straight-line basis—the value of fixed assets will be
increased by their modernization [34]. Since the repair costs of tractors and locomotives
were included in the use criterion, they will no longer be included in this criterion.

The monthly depreciation costs will be calculated according to the following formula:

Ka =
Kcl
Tacl

+
Kcw

Tacw
+

Kct

Tat
+

Kcd
Tacd

+
Kin

Tain
+

Kw

Taw
(21)

where:

Ka—depreciation cost (PLN),
Kcl—cost of purchasing transport sets, locomotives and carts, (PLN),
Kcw—cost of purchasing carts, platforms, transport sets (PLN),
Kct—cost of purchasing the tracks with infrastructure (PLN),
Kcd—cost of purchasing traffic control and protection systems (PLN),
Kin—cost of purchasing equipment for construction and maintenance of the tracks (PLN),
Kw—cost of pit excavation (PLN),
Tai—depreciation period (month).

In the criterion, the highest-rated value is the lowest value of depreciation write-offs.
This variant receives the maximum number of points, and the variant with the highest value
receives zero points. The remaining variants receive a score according to the logarithmic
relationship given in Formula (2), which in this case is:

kmax = kamax—highest value of depreciation write-offs (PLN),
kmin = kamin—lowest value of depreciation write-offs (PLN),
ki = kai—value of depreciation write-offs in the variant “i” (PLN),
wkj = wkk4—weight, the maximum number of points in criterion KK4 (K point).

A summary of the KK4 criterion score is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Criterion KK4—depreciation costs.

Variants Depreciation Cost (PLN) Weight: wkk4
[K Point]

W1 Ka 1 Pkk4 1
. . . . . . . . .
Wi Ka i Pkk4 i
. . . . . . . . .
Wn Ka n Pkk4 n

Source: own elaboration.

2.5. Criterion KK5—Additional Personnel Costs

This criterion takes into account additional occupancy—the number of people who
may need to be additionally employed in the considered variant regarding the existing
volume of employment in transportation services:

Kor = ∑mo
i=1 noi × koi (22)

where:
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Kor—annual cost of hiring additional employees (PLN),
koi—annual cost per employee for position “i” (PLN),
noi—number of persons employed in position “i” (person),
mo—number of additional positions (pcs).

Additional personnel costs for each option over the considered useful life of the
designed transportation system are calculated as follows:

Kom =
Tu

12 ∑mo
i=1 noi × koi (23)

where:

Tu—useful life of the designed transportation system (months).

In the criterion, the highest-scoring value is the lowest cost of additionally employed
workers. This variant receives the maximum number of points, and the variant with the
highest costs receives zero points. The remaining variants receive a score according to the
logarithmic relationship given in Formula (2), which in this case is:

kmax = komax—highest cost of additional employment of employees (PLN),
kmin = komin—lowest cost of additional employment of employees (PLN),
ki = ki—cost of additional employment of employees in the variant “i” (PLN),
wkj = wkk5—weight, the maximum number of points in criterion KK5 (K point).

A summary of the KK5 criterion score is presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Criterion KK5—additional personnel costs.

Variants Cost of Additional Employment
(PLN)

Weight: wkk5
(K Point)

W1 Ko 1 Pkk5 1
. . . . . . . . .
Wi Ko i Pkk5 i
. . .. . . . . . .
Wn Ko n Pkk5 n

Source: own elaboration.

3. Results

To demonstrate how to determine the optimal variant of the designed system and
configure the material transportation system in underground workings, the following will
be used:

• seven utility criteria (as defined in the article Selection of the optimal design option
for transportation systems. Part I—establishment and application of utility criteria [6])
(these criteria include: KU1—transportation task completion time; KU2—compatibility
of transportation systems; KU3—continuous connectivity; KU4—co-use with other
transportation tasks; KU5—safety; KU6—inconvenience; KU7—operation under over-
planning conditions);

• five cost criteria.

Based on the aforementioned criteria, two objective functions are built for each option:
utility and cost. They present divergent goals; therefore, they are non-cooperative functions.

Concerning the established utility criteria, the utility function will have the follow-
ing form:

F(U) = (U1A + U1B) + U2 + U3 + (U4A + U4B) + U5 + U6 + (U7A or U7B)
F(U) → (max wU) (24)

where:

wU—total utility criterion score (U point).
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However, for the cost criteria, the cost function will be of the following form:

F(K) = K1 + K2 + K3 + K4 + K5
F(K) → (max wK)

(25)

where:

wK—total cost criterion scoring (K point).

To explain in detail the principles of the proposed method, this will be shown in
specific figures. It was assumed that in a certain mine, designing a material transportation
system for a newly cut mining region, ten of its variants, labeled I–X, were developed.
According to the described assumptions, the utility and cost criteria scores contained in
Table 8 were calculated for each variant. Meanwhile, Table 9 shows the variants that
received the highest scores by variant.

Table 8. Summary of the total utility U and cost K scores of each variant.

Variant Utility
(U Point)

K Costs
(K Point)

I 52.64 85.79
II 57.91 86.52
III 72.85 67.18
IV 74.12 79.66
V 69.80 37.49
VI 70.48 57.07
VII 82.87 85.14
VIII 87.57 86.22
IX 25.48 92.91
X 30.16 94.38

Source: own elaboration.

Table 9. Variants that obtained the maximum scores.

Objective Function Specification Result Variant

Utility Maximum (U point) 87.57 VIII
K costs Maximum (K point) 94.38 X

Source: own elaboration.

Both utility and costs strive for the maximum. It is possible to present the different
SOvariants by recognizing the scores of the two quantities as their product. The chart below
shows the results obtained in this way for individual variants (Figure 2). The best result
was obtained for variant VIII, followed by variant VII.

The disadvantage of such an interpretation is that there is no distinction as to which
function, utility, or cost a particular variant “owes” its score-ranking position; therefore,
the designer has very limited information about the set of solutions.

3.1. Graphic Interpretation

For further investigation, the multi-criteria issue will be reduced to a bicriteria relation-
ship. Each previous criterion considered affects the value of the objective function and the
position of the points mapping each variant. The different variants are mapped by points in
a two-dimensional criterion space, in which the ordinate axis (0X) is utility and the abscissa
axis (0Y) is costs (Figure 3). The utility and cost vectors are mutually perpendicular; that is,
they are not cooperative.
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In a set of variants, variant “x” is dominated if there is another variant in this set, for
example, “y,” such that “y” is, relative to all criteria, equally or more preferred than “x.”
If there is such a situation of dominance, then variant “y” is called dominant. A pair of
variants “x” and “y,” in which “x” is dominated and “y” is dominant, is considered to be
in a dominance relationship in the Pareto sense. It is clear that in a set containing more
than two variants, the same variant can be once dominant and once dominated [55]. An
alternative definition of dominance can be expressed in cone theory: a dominant point has
all coordinates that are at least equal and at least one coordinate that is greater.

This method can be used to graphically represent whether a variant is optimal (non-
dominated). It is enough to place the vertex of the cone at the point representing the variant
to be studied and then check whether it contains any other variant. If not, it is the optimal
variant, also called the optimal solution in the Pareto sense. Using the cone method, weak
dominance relations can be determined. These will be points located on a plane (straight
line) parallel to one of the axes [55]. Due to the restriction of the criterion space to two
dimensions, the cone takes the form of a right angle “positive quadrant of the coordinate
system.” Its orientation is in line with the desired directions of the objective function: utility
maximization and cost minimization (increase in cost scores). In this way, Pareto-optimal
solutions are identified, while the remaining points are suboptimal solutions, subject to
reduction.
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Additional Points in the Two-Dimensional Criterion Space, Necessary for Further
Proceedings

The corner points are determined by minimizing the components of the criteria vector.
These points determine the so-called utopian point—the “PU” [57]. An ideal point is usually
a fictitious solution representing a set of maximum values among all achievable values in a
set of solutions, but it is impossible to achieve simultaneously based on all criteria [55]. This
point illustrates the maximum utility and lowest cost among the alternatives considered,
which is obviously impossible for any of the variants to meet at the same time, although it
indicates the possibilities of the technique and the range of costs. The PU utopian point
coordinates are as follows:

• ui—the highest utility of variant “i” (U point),
• kj—the lowest cost of variant “j” (K point).

In the presented example, the coordinates of the utopian point are uU—87.57 U point
and kU—94.38 K point.

For the developed method, a so-called “PND” Nadir point is also determined, repre-
senting the least-preferred level of achievement of all goals simultaneously, determined
from the set of optimal points in the Pareto sense [58]:

PND =
[
min (uio, . . . , uno), min

(
kjo, . . . , kmo

)]
(26)

The PND Nadir point coordinates are as follows:

• uio—utility of variant “i”, optimal in the Pareto sense (U point),
• kio—cost of implementing variant “i”, optimal in the Pareto sense (K point).

In the presented example, the coordinates of the Nadir point are uND—25.48 U point
and kND—37.49 K point.

The designer should also define the so-called “PS” satisfactory point, corresponding
to the minimum technical requirements at the expected cost. The PS point coordinates are
as follows:

• usi—satisfactory utility of variant “i,”
• ksj—satisfactory implementation costs of variant “j.”

The coordinates used in the presented example are uS—55.00 U point and kS—60.00 K
point.

The next two points are also helpful for graphic interpretation:

• “PI,” ideal point, constant, with coordinates of 100.00 U point and 100.00 K point,
• “PDI,” defined ideal point.

The coordinates of the defined ideal point are not determined by the coordinate values
of the individual variants, but by the designer—it is a reference point reflecting the best
solutions according to them [58,59]. It should be in the set determined by the “PU” utopian
point and the “PS” satisfactory point with the following coordinates:

• uDI—utility of the defined ideal variant (U point),
• kDI—costs of the defined ideal variant (K point).

The coordinates of the “PDI” defined ideal point correspond to the variant created by
defining the data at the idealized level. This point is the vertex of a new (preferred) set in
the form of a rectangle, in which the opposite vertex is a satisfactory point. Analogous to
the satisfactory set, solution reduction is carried out. The reduction should be carried out
to avoid excessive rejection of solutions to a one-element or empty set [57].

In the presented example, the coordinate magnitudes of the “PDI” point were taken as
uDI—95.00 U point and kDI—90.00 K point.

All of the above points are shown in Table 10 and the following chart (Figure 4).
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Table 10. Coordinates of additional points in the U × K bicriteria space.

Additional Points Marking Type
Coordinates

Utility
(U Point)

K Costs
(K Point)

Utopian point PU Designated 87.57 94.38
Nadir point PND Designated 52.64 86.22

Defined satisfactory point PDS Determined 50.00 60.00
Defined ideal point PDI Determined 95.00 90.00

Ideal point PI Constant 100.00 100.00
Source: own elaboration.

Figure 4 shows that the optimal variant is variant VIII.

3.2. Reduction of Dominated Variants

By compiling the variants in tables and assigning to each of them the scores obtained
in each criterion, it is possible to compare them with each other and thus indicate the
dominance relations. In a dominance relationship, there must be a variant that is dominant
over the other “wi” variants, whose score for each criterion is higher or equal (pji ≥ pjk),
and is higher in at least one criterion (pji > pjk). If the dominant variant in each criterion
has a higher score, this is strong dominance. In other cases (when there are equal scores), it
is said to be weak dominance [60].

The first reduction in the number of solution variants is the rejection of dominated
variants. Their compilation should be done simultaneously in the criteria of utility and
cost, as separate compilation could result in the rejection of solutions with lower utility,
which at the same time could be significantly more beneficial in terms of cost.

To identify the optimal variants in the Pareto sense, each variable was tested against
the others in terms of equality and dominance by comparing the size of the scores obtained.
For example, for variant “i” and variant “j”:

• ui = uj; ki > kj—weak dominance of “i” over “j” (in terms of costs),
• ui > uj; ki = kj—weak dominance of “i” over “j” (in terms of utility),
• ui > uj; ki > kj—(strong) dominance of “i” over “j” (in terms of utility and cost).

The results of this procedure are presented in the form of a matrix (Table 11), in which
the variants were compared one by one (rows with columns). If there was a sought-after
relationship, the corresponding box (field) was filled with designations: D—dominance.
No equal variants were found; that is, all the variants were distinguishable in the developed
method, and only dominance relations were observed.

Table 11. Examination of the relationship between the variants: utility–K cost mapping, row-to-
column interpretation (D—dominance).

Variants I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

I - - - - - - - - - -
II D - - - - - - - - -
III - - - - - - - - - -
IV - - D - - - - - - -
V - - - - - - - - - -
VI - - - - D - - - - -
VII - - D D D D - - - -
VIII D - - D D D D - - -
IX - - - - - - - - - -
X - - - - - - - - D -

Source: own elaboration.

Table 11 shows that the optimal variants in the Pareto sense are variants VII and VIII.
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3.3. Threshold Value Method

The next step is to use the threshold value method (MWP), described in the work of
ref. [57], similar to the satisfaction task formulated in single- and multi-criteria optimiza-
tion [61]. For this purpose, it is necessary to determine a reference point, the idea of which
is presented in the works of refs. [62,63]. The concept of a reference point is to use any point
in the criterion space representing the level of satisfaction of the decision-maker (designer)
as a reference point in the procedure of ordering their preferences over the considered set
of decision options [57]. Its role is performed by a designated satisfactory point PS.

The method is based on narrowing down the set of satisfactory solutions within a cone
(analogous to the graphical interpretation of optimal solutions in the Pareto sense) with
vertices at the ideal point and an oppositely directed cone with a vertex at the satisfactory
point. The common part of these sets is a rectangle with opposite vertices, which is drawn
based on the Utopian point and the satisfactory point (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Additional points of the two-dimensional criterion space U (utility), K (cost), with example
variants w1–w7 along with the trend line PU—utopian point, PND—Nadir point, PS—satisfactory
point, reduction of variants w1, w2, and w7 located outside the area defined by points PU and PS.
Source: own elaboration based on ref. [57].

As a result, the number of solutions is reduced by discarding those outside the set
determined by the rectangle. The designated “PS” satisfactory point should be between the
trend line of optimal variants in the Pareto sense (if it is possible to determine it) and the
Nadir point. As the trend line is approached, the level of variant reduction increases.

Using the threshold value method sets defined above, the satisfactory point and the
Utopian point were determined (Table 12). Due to the small number of variants in this set,
another set specified by the defined ideal point was not determined.
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Table 12. Variants belonging to the set (area) delimited by the PS and PU points.

Bicriteria Space Variants Belonging to the PS–PU Set

U utility–K costs II, III (zd), IV (zd), VII, VIII
zd—dominated variant. Source: own elaboration.

3.4. Distance Function

In decision support systems, the facilities under study (decision variants) are not
compared with each other but are confronted with a set of reference points using superiority
relations or a distance function [57]. In the field of multi-criteria optimization, the distance
function is presented in the works of refs. [63,64].

A comparison of variants with a defined ideal point was used by determining the
geometric distance between them according to the following formula:

do = min

√(
uDI − ui

)2
+

(
kDI − kj

)2
(27)

where:

do—distance of the tested variant from the defined ideal point,
uDI—utility coordinate of the defined ideal variant (U point),
ui—utility of the tested variant (U point),
kDI—cost coordinate of the defined ideal variant (K point),
kj—cost of the tested variant (K point).

The optimal solution will be the variant (ui, kj), located closest to the defined ideal
point, at which the distance function reaches a minimum.

Based on Formula (27), the geometric distance in the bicriteria space of the different
alternatives was determined, as shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Geometric distances of individual variants from ideal points—constant and defined.

Variant

Geometric Distance from the Point

PDI PI

U × K Bicriteria Space

I 42.57 49.45
II 37.25 44.19
III 31.80 42.59
IV 23.30 32.92
V 58.25 69.43
VI 41.06 52.10
VII 13.07 22.68
VIII 8.33 18.56
IX 69.58 74.86
X 64.99 70.06

Source: own elaboration.

In the example presented here, after comparing the point sizes of the utility and cost
criteria obtained in each variant and the results of all the analyzed relationships, it can be
concluded that the optimal variant for implementation will be variant VIII (Table 14).
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Table 14. Summary results of the analyzed relationships.

Variants

With the largest values of the product of utility and cost ratios VIII, VII
Optimal in graphic interpretation VIII

Non-dominated VII, VIII
Belonging to the PS–PU set (and also non-dominated) II, VII, VIII

Achieving minimum distance functions VIII
Source: own elaboration.

4. Conclusions

Previous research and analyses of transport systems in mining focus mainly on techni-
cal and technological issues [10–12]), which undoubtedly serve to modernize mines but
are not always a response to current and efficiency needs. In turn, management issues
mainly concern transport scheduling in open-pit mines [21–23]. For these reasons, this
methodology complements the analysis of transport issues in the investment and economic
area. It is also a valuable decision-making support, which can be an effective tool in times
of frequent and violent economic crises.

The developed methodology also fits into the trend of using multi-criteria analyses in
mining, as postulated by Baloyi and Meyer (2020) [35]. The added value of this research is
the combination of technical and economic aspects in the assessment.

The optimal variant of the designed system and configuration of the material trans-
portation system in underground workings takes into consideration:

• seven utility criteria (KU1—transportation task completion time; KU2—compatibility
of transportation systems; KU3—continuous connectivity; KU4—co-use with other
transportation tasks; KU5—safety; KU6—inconvenience; KU7—operation under over-
planning conditions);

• five cost criteria (KK1—costs of implementing the transportation task; KK2—costs
of route expansion; KK3—rolling stock maintenance costs; KK4—depreciation costs;
KK5—additional personnel costs).

Based on the aforementioned criteria, two objective functions are built for each option:
utility and cost. They present divergent goals; therefore, they are non-cooperative functions.
Both utility and costs strive for the maximum.

In the developed methodology, an ideal point is usually a fictitious solution repre-
senting a set of maximum values among all achievable values in a set of solutions, but
it is impossible to achieve simultaneously based on all criteria. This point illustrates the
maximum utility and lowest cost among the alternatives considered, which is obviously
impossible for any of the variants to meet at the same time, although it indicates the
possibilities of the technique and the range of costs.

The designed system for transporting materials in underground mine workings, in
addition to the necessary utility qualities to ensure undisturbed operation of the ongoing
mining works, should also be characterized by the optimal cost of its construction and
operation. The application of the proposed cost criteria and how to use them should
significantly facilitate the selection of the optimal transportation layout solution.

The simultaneous application of criteria relating to utility properties in addition to
the cost criteria makes it possible to adopt a specific technical and organizational model of
the subsystem of the transportation system based on the indication of the optimal solution
resulting from the mathematical construction of functions of objectives relating to utility
and cost. The method of selecting the optimal solution is fixed and repeatable, based on
certain assumptions in which the values of the scoring weights adopted depend on the
designer of the transportation subsystem in question. They can choose the optimal solution
in their preferred range—either utility or cost. Thus, the model is flexible and can be
adapted to different circumstances and priorities.
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There are still many underground mines of hard coal and other natural resources in
Poland. Taking the above circumstances into account, the following recommendations can
be made regarding the use of the proposed method:

• usability and cost assessments can be carried out for existing transport systems to
optimize efficiency;

• for planned transport investments, the method is ready to be implemented;
• to improve the decision-making process, the existing IT system could be equipped

with solutions supporting the use of the developed methodology, e.g., obtaining
information on costs or existing transport systems.

Since this paper is a scientific communication and does not include a presentation of
results using a real example, in further research, the proposed approach would have to
be verified in practice many times. The presentation in the article is only a demonstration
of the use of the method, which is also a major research limitation of the considerations
conducted. However, it should be noted that in developing the method, the authors used
practical experience gathered from 13 underground mines located in the Upper Silesian
Coal Basin.

Another research limitation is the use of a multi-criteria analysis. This method can
be subjective. It may also not take into account all the selection criteria. However, it is
holistic, carefully developed, and implementable. In the case of intuitive decisions about
the selection of the transport system, the proposed method can effectively fill the existing
tool gap and support the decision-making process in underground mines.

A static approach to operating conditions and cost estimation may also be a research
limitation. Geological and mining conditions often change, which may have a negative
impact on the level of costs. However, this will apply to all assessed variants and therefore
will not influence the final decision regarding the choice of transport system.

In further research, it is worth taking into account the empirical verification of the
tested method. It could also be used to evaluate and compare existing transport solutions
to reduce costs and improve efficiency. An interesting research direction would also be to
implement the method in underground mines extracting other mineral resources.
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